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Abstract: Existing methods for determining preference assessments from interval judgements are

a simulation approach (Saaty and Vargas, 1987) , a linear programming approach (Arbel , 1989),

(Salo and Hamalainen, l99l) and a neural network approach (Hao and Vargas, l99l) . The

simulation approach on its own is time consuming and hence is not a computationally viable

solution while the Hao and Vargas neural network technique requires further research in order to

determine its suitability. The only technique which has thus far been practically implemented is

the linear programming technique by Salo and Hamalainen in the software package INPRE .

This research presents an approach which encapsulates the stengths of simulation and the

generalizing and function approximation capabilities of neural networks within given

computational and time constraints. The difference from the Saaty and Vargas method is that

simulation is performed on a log scale over the intervals , so that all inconsistent matrices possible

from the intervaljudgement matrix are equally likely.The proposed network is a two layered

network which is fully connected and uses the back propagation algorithm as the learning

algorithm.

An experiment was carried to examine the effect that the independent variables ,average
consistency ratio oftraining set and average consistency ratio oftest set, have on the dependant

variable, validation error. The hypothesis was that input sets with an average consistency ratio

near zero will perform well fortest sets with average consistency ratios near zero and performance

will decrease as the average consistency ratio increases for both sets.

It can be concluded also that there is a complex relationship between the consistency in the input

data and the performance of the trained network. Training sets with low average consistency ratios

only perform well with similar test sets. Training sets with large average consistency ratios do not

perform well for test sets with low average consistency ratios ,but perform acceptably for tests set

with high average consistency ratios. This indicates that the network is starting to overcome the

inconsistency in the training set which could be thought of as "noise" in the input data.

Saaty recommends that a consistency ratio greater than 0.1 indicates a need to reassess the

comparisons. At the same time, it is also realistic to assume that most judgement matrices will
have a certain degree of inconsistency. It was interesting to observe that the network trained by
training sets with consistency ratios from 0.05 to 0.1 performed better than those with higher

consistency ratios and a taining set with average consistency ratio of 0.0889 performed in the

best way over all test sets . Thus Saaty's guideline determining the upper acceptable bound of the

inconsistency ratio to be 0.1 was proven experimentally by this experiment.

Possible areas for further research are the effects of interval size on network performance and

the use of refrnements to the backpropagation algorithm for training of the network or exploring
ergonomic issues ofthe human-computer interface for software using a neural network approach

towards AHP with interval judgements.
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